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The COVID-19 pandemic has spread to more than 100 countries. This pandemic has not only 
affected people’s health but also significantly impacted the economy of many countries and 
the world of employment. Many companies in Indonesia’s garment sector have suffered heavy 
losses. Many workers were in furlough or experienced problems with seeing their rights and 
entitlements respected (e.g. annual festive bonus (THR) payment) and some were even laid-
off (PHK).

This Guide has been developed by Better Work 
Indonesia, in consultation with the Ministry of 
Manpower of Indonesia, to support garment and 
footwear enterprises who are forced to engage in 
retrenchment processes.

As stipulated in the Manpower Act, Employment 
Termination (or PHK) is the last choice. Such tenant is 
even more relevant in the current pandemic situation. 
Before engaging in Employment Termination, 
companies and workers are recommended to go 
through the following steps to avoid mass Employment 
Termination:1    

(1)    Reducing the wage and facilities/allowances for high-
ranked workers such as managers and directors;

(2)    Reducing shifts;

(3)    Limiting/abolishing overtime;

(4)    Reducing working hours;

(5)    Reducing working days;

(6)    Freeing or laying off workers/laborers in turns for 
a period of time;

(7)    Not extending contract for the workers whose 
contract period has expired;

(8)    Providing early retirement to those who have 
fulfilled the requirements.

Nevertheless, many questions have arisen pertaining 
to layoffs done to maintain business continuity during 
the pandemic. Therefore, Better Work Indonesia (BWI) 
has prepared a guideline, in the form of questions 
and answers, aimed at preventing, minimizing and 
managing  lay-offs and company closure processes. 
This document2, which is divided in four parts, is 
designed to assist companies and workers in facing 
economic challenges, specifically during the Covid-19 
pandemic, while adhering to the applicable legal 
provisions.3

Background
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1. What do companies need to do to minimize the impact of COVID 19?4 

Companies can prepare a Business Continuity Plan in dealing with COVID-19 to reduce the negative 
impacts that may arise. 

Business Continuity Plans (BCP) can be plans and frameworks, designed by companies, to ensure that 
business processes can continue in an emergency or force majeure situation. The purpose of BCP is to 
keep the business operating despite disruptions and ensure that key information is recorded and available 
to appropriate personnel.5 Preparing a BCP will enable companies to find and reduce threats, respond to 
events when they occur, recover from the direct impact of an event and finally restore operations.

A.  Business Continuity Plan

2. What are the steps/measures in 
preparing a business continuity 
plan?6

The Ministry of Manpower has provided 
guidelines to prepare a Business Continuity Plan 
to deal with the COVID-19 pandemic as follows:7

• STEP 1 Knowing the Business Priorities 

• STEP 2 Identifying the Risks of COVID-19 
Pandemic 

• STEP 3 Planning the COVID-19 Pandemic 
Risk Mitigation 

• STEP 4 Identifying the COVID-19 Pandemic 
Impact Responses

• STEP 5 Designing and Implementing a 
Business Continuity Plan 

• STEP 6 Communicating the Business 
Continuity Plan

• STEP 7 Testing the Business Continuity Plan
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1. What is Employment Termination (PHK)? 

It is the termination of the work relation because of a certain condition or event that causes the end of the 
rights and obligations between workers/labourers and employers.8

2. Under which grounds is PHK not allowed?

Under Indonesian law, it is prohibited to terminate employees based on the following grounds:9

1. The worker is sick so that he/she cannot work, up to a maximum period of 12 months consecutively.

2. The worker is fulfilling the obligation to the country. 

3. The worker is conducting religious worship.

4. The worker is absent from work because he or she is getting married.   

5. The female worker is pregnant, giving birth, experiencing miscarriage, or breastfeeding. 

6. The worker has family relations or marriage ties with another worker in the same company. 

7. The worker forms a union, or becomes a member or official of a union, or carries out the activities of a 
Labour Union. 

8. The worker reports the employer to the authorities for commission of a crime. 

9. For reasons related to understanding/beliefs, religion, political orientation, ethnicity, skin colour, race, 
sex, physical condition, or marriage status. 

10. The worker is in permanently disabled or ill due to work accident or occupational disease and the 
recovery period is unpredictable.

B.  Planning and Managing Retrenchment 



3. Is workers’ retrenchment the most effective way to keep the business 
going?

Reducing the number of workers may seem to be the most obvious way to cut costs. However, 
retrenchment processes impose quite high costs as well. The costs for company’s retrenchment/worker 
reduction can include:10

• Administrative and legal costs.

• Severance pay and compensations for PHK. 

• Decreased morale and productivity among the remaining workers.

• Recruitment and employment costs for new workers.

Employers tend to believe in a number of myths about the benefits of reducing workers (downsizing): The 
following chart compares several myths with the facts of reducing workers.

Employment security increases productivity. When workers are assured of continued employment, they will 
dedicate themselves to protecting the organization and its products. Employment security creates a bond 
between workers and employers, which ultimately contributes to the success of businesses.11

Guaranteed employment continuity creates loyalty and confidence in management, which subsequently reduces 
resistance to technical changes, reduces labour turnover, and enhances cooperation and good relations at work.

Socially responsible restructuring ensures that employers facing serious business problems consider the 
business needs of the factory while also minimizing the negative impacts on workers and the community, 
through a process of dialogue. 

Better Work strongly recommends that all employers carefully consider all other options and aspects before 
deciding to lay off employees. Employers should provide workers’ representatives with relevant information 
on the challenges the factory is facing, and consult with them regarding possible solutions, as they may 
have constructive ideas as to how terminations can be avoided, minimized or more effectively managed.

M Y T H FA C T

Worker reduction increases profit. Profit does not always follow the reduction. 

Worker reduction increases productivity. Productivity results after the reduction become 
mixed or immeasurable. 

Worker reduction/downsizing is the last choice. Data indicates that reduction is the first choice 
taken by many companies. 

Worker reduction/downsizing has no adverse 
effect on workload, morale, or commitment to 
the company.

In most situations, reduction/downsizing has 
adverse effects on worker’s workload, morale, 
and commitment. 

Those laid off do not suffer long-term income 
losses as a result of structural shift in the 
economy.

Downward mobility is the rule rather than the 
exception.
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4. Are there any example of procedures in workers’ retrenchment?12

If workers reduction is unavoidable, the following best practices can be followed:

• Establish a Retrenchment Committee. The committee for a workforce reduction usually consists of: 
company owner, company manager, Finance Department, Production Department, Personnel and HR 
Department, and worker/union representatives (at least as many workers’ representatives as employer 
representatives) e.g. existing LKSB or other functioning mechanisms for social dialogue.

• Develop a worker reduction (retrenchment) plan. Some important things in planning worker reduction 
programs are: 

 ~ Preparing initial information 

 ~ Analysing alternatives 

 ~ Explaining the retrenchment/worker reduction 

 ~ Planning for consultation with key stakeholders

 ~ Determining the Selection Criteria for workers to be laid-off. Some of the frequently used criteria 
are: voluntary measures, early retirement, years of service, skills and qualifications.13

 ~ Ensuring non-discriminatory measures (special attention needs to be paid to gender 
considerations, involvement/membership in union, race or skin colour, origin or ethnicity and 
citizenship, religion, disability, age).

• Planning the payment of compensation and severance pay for lay-offs. Severance pay is the main 
instrument to reduce the negative impact of worker reduction (retrenchment).

• Planning the activities to help the laid-off workers. 

• Procedures and schedule for the implementation of worker reduction (retrenchment).

5. What kind of measures can companies and workers put in place if 
employment termination is unavoidable?14

• Employers must negotiate and agree on the intention to carry out the employment termination with 
the trade union in which the workers are members, or if the workers are not union members, with the 
workers themselves. 

• Should the negotiations fail and no agreement is reached between workers’ representatives/workers 
and an employer, employers can terminate the work relations with workers/labourers but only after 
obtaining stipulation of the industrial relations dispute settlement institution.
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6. Is it possible for a company to implement PHK for reason of force 
majeure in a situation like the current COVID-19 pandemic?

The current pandemic has been designated as national non-natural disaster15 and yet this does not 
automatically or necessarily trigger a force majeure clause. The declaration of national disaster has a 
different scope and purpose and should be seen separately from what Indonesian Labour Law and Civil 
Law establish to be possible in the domain of the relationship between private parties. When planning to 
terminate employment contracts for reasons of force majeure, one should also refer to Article 61 point d of 
Law Number 13/2003 stating that Work agreement comes to an end if certain conditions or events stated 
in the work agreement (PK), company regulations (PP), or collective work agreement (PKB) that can cause 
the end of work relations exist.

As such, employers and workers must review the PK/PP/PKB in order to check if a force majeure clause 
has been included in the provisions that can be referred to as a legal basis for terminating the employment 
contract The parties also will need to determine how the work agreement (PK)/company regulations (PP)/
collective work agreement (PKB define “force majeure”. If force majeure is defined to include “pandemic”, 
this should reduce the disagreements over whether Covid-19 is covered. On the other hand, if force majeure 
is defined broadly, such as “a situation beyond control of any of the parties,” the parties may be more likely 
to disagree. If this does not exist, employers must stand ready to build a case and argue that termination 
of employment contract is due to force majeure. This implies preparing a solid argumentation and evidence 
that shows the link between “the force majeure” (in this case the Covid-19 pandemic) and the plan to 
terminate employment contracts, along with evidence of implementation of other alternatives (other than 
termination of employment contract) as a proof of absence of ill-faith.16 After all processes are completed, 
each party can still challenge the decision for employment termination due to force majeure at the competent 
court. In such case, termination may only be carried out after a ruling by the Industrial Relations Court.

7. Is it possible for a company to implement PHK for reason of business loss 
in a situation like the current COVID-19 pandemic?

Article 164 point 1 of Law Number 13/2003 regulates that employers can terminate the work relation with 
workers/labourers because of company closure due to continuous losses for 2 (two) consecutive years or 
force majeure.  

Therefore, if employers want to implement PHK for the reason of loss due to the pandemic Covid-19, it is 
necessary to observe the sub-clause:

1. The “company is closed” in Article 164 point 1 of Law No. 13/2003. Grammatically, this article can also 
be interpreted as a rule of “dismissal with the reason the company closed”.

2. There are sub-clause that stated demonstrate continuous losses for 2 (two) consecutive years. It 
means, in the context of current pandemic, employers must see whether the continuous losses for 2 
(two) consecutive years are verified from the moment that the pandemic started impacting businesses 
in Indonesia in early 2020.

However, Indonesian courts have adopted several approaches in the handling of lay-off lawsuits for 
reasons of loss for 2 (two) consecutive years and have accepted lay-offs on the grounds of loss in respect of 
both companies still operating and already stop its operation.17
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8. Is it possible to implement PHK for the reason of efficiency in in a 
situation like the current COVID-19 pandemic?

PHK for the reason of efficiency is also regulated in Article 164 of Law No 13/2003, but it is necessary to 
know there is a judicial review on this article under the verdict of the Constitutional Court (MK) No.-019_
PUU_IX-2011. Such court decision regulates that PHK for reason of efficiency can be implemented only if a 
company is permanently closed. However, the Supreme Court has granted several requests on employment 
termination for efficiency due to technology demand and reason in cases to avoid permanent closure. These 
verdicts have further contributed to the existing body of jurisprudence in handling employment termination 
cases.18

9. What happens after the bipartite negotiation reaches an agreement?

If companies and trade union(s)/workers agree on the employment termination, complete with the 
compensation, they must make a Joint Agreement, which is subsequently registered to the local Industrial 
Relations Court.19 

The aim of the Joint Agreement registration is to guarantee the protection of any party in case  the other 
party does not carry out the content of the Joint Agreement. If the Joint Agreement has been registered, 
the disadvantaged party can directly apply for the execution of the Joint Agreement.20 
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10. What if the bipartite negotiations fail?

If companies and trade union(s)/workers are unable to agree on the employment termination, including 
the amount of compensation, one or both parties can register the dispute to the local Manpower Office by 
attaching evidence that settlement efforts through bipartite negotiations have been made. Both parties 
will get an offer from the local Manpower Office to resolve the dispute through conciliation. If the parties 
refuse to resolve the dispute through conciliation, the local Manpower Office will divert the dispute to the 
mediation process.21

• Conciliation

The parties must send a written application to the conciliator who has been approved from the list of 
conciliators issued by the local Manpower Office. The conciliation process must take place within 30 
days after the receipt of application. If the dispute is settled by the parties through conciliation, they 
draw up a collective agreement, which is witnessed by the conciliator. 

If the parties do not arrive at an agreement, the conciliator will then issue a recommendation to both 
parties to resolve the dispute. If both parties agree on the recommendation, within 3 (three) days, the 
conciliator must help the parties prepare a collective agreement, which must be registered to Industrial 
Relations Court (PHI). If one party does not accept the recommendation, a lawsuit can be submitted to 
the Industrial Relations Court (PHI).22

• Mediation

Within 7 (seven) days after the request for mediation is received, the intermediary officer from the local 
Manpower Office must review the case and immediately start the mediation process which must be 
completed within 30 days. If the dispute is settled by the parties through mediation, they draw up a 
collective agreement, which is witnessed by the mediator. 

If the parties do not arrive at an agreement, the mediator will issue a recommendation to both parties. 
If both parties agree, within 3 (three) days the mediator must help both parties prepare a collective 
agreement, which must be registered to the Industrial Relations Court (PHI). If one party does not 
accept the recommendation, a lawsuit can be submitted to the Industrial Relations Court (PHI).23

11. What are the other legal remedies that can be taken if there is a dispute 
regarding employment termination?

The Industrial Relations Court has the duty and authority to examine and decide at the first level. If there is 
an objection from one party, legal remedies in the forms of cassation and judicial review can be submitted 
to the Supreme Court.

• Industrial Relations Court 

The lawsuit is accompanied by a minute of the mediation or conciliation process. The verdict of Industrial 
Relations Court (PHI) is binding if there is no written appeal submitted by one of the parties within 14 days.24

• Cassation 

Against the verdict of Industrial Relations Court (PHI) an appeal can be submitted by either party to 
the Supreme Court no later than 14 working days after the court’s verdict is notified to the concerned 
parties.25

• Judicial Review

This is available only if there is new decisive evidence but which could not be found when the case was 
examined. The submission period is 180 days since the new evidence was found.26 9
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1. What are the components of wages used as the basis for calculating 
severance pay and tenure award? 

The components of wages used as the basis for calculating severance pay, tenure award, and 
reimbursement of rights are:

• Basic salary 

• All forms of fixed allowances

C.  Compensation of Termination



2. How to calculate severance pay and other compensation due to the 
terminated worker?

The provisions for calculating the value of severance pay, tenure award, reimbursement of rights or 
separation fee will vary depending on the reason of PHK, tenure and employment status as described in 
the following table. 

Reason for termination
Severance 

pay27 

Reward of  

Tenure28 

Right 

reimbursement29 

Detachment 

Money30 

Law Number 

13/2003

Closure due to loss or 
forceful circumstances or 
bankruptcy

1X tenure 1X tenure Yes No Article 164 & 165

Closure for efficiency reason 2X tenure 2X tenure Yes No Article 164 (3)

Consolidation, Merger, 
change of status and 
Employer is not willing to 
continue the work relations

2X tenure 1X tenure Yes No Article 163 (2)

Consolidation, Merger, 
change of status and worker 
is not willing to continue the 
work relations

1X tenure 1X tenure Yes No Article 163 (1)

Serious mistakes No No Yes Yes Article 158 & 
Constitutional 
Court decision No. 
012/PUUI/2003

Criminal process No 1X tenure Yes No Article 160

Violation against work 
Agreement 

1X tenure 1X tenure Yes No Article 161

Absenteeism for 5 or more 
consecutive days

No No Yes Yes Article 168

Resignation in accordance 
with procedures

No No Yes Yes Article 162

Worker's request through 
Industrial Relations Court

2X tenure 1X tenure Yes No Article 169

Sickness 2X tenure 2X tenure Yes No Article 93 & 172

Retirement unless entitled 
to more under an employer-
provided retirement benefit 
programme

2X tenure 1X tenure Yes No Article 167

Death 2X tenure 1X tenure Yes No Article 166

End of non-permanent 
workers’ contract (PKWT) 
period

No No No No Article 61 & 154
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Please note that the entitlements are cumulatives

3. What is the compensation for 
non-permanent workers who 
were terminated before the end 
of the work agreement with 
specified period of time (PKWT)?

The party terminating the work relations is 
required to pay compensation to the other in the 
amount of the worker/laborer’s remaining wages 
until the expiry of the work agreement.31 Thus, 
if a company wants to terminate work relations 
before the end of PKWT, the company must pay 
compensation equal to the remaining wages that 
should be paid until the end of the PKWT.

Severance Pay Reward of Service

Tenure
(Years)

Severance Pay 
Calculation

Tenure
(Years)

Calculation of Tenure 
Award

< 1 1 month wage 3 – 6 2 months wage

1 – 2 2 months wage 6 – 9 3 months wage

2 – 3 3 months wage 9 – 12 4 months wage

3 – 4 4 months wage 12 – 15 5 months wage

4 – 5 5 months wage 15 – 18 6 months wage

5 – 6 6 months wage 18 – 21 7 months wage

6 – 7 7 months wage 21 – 24 8 months wage

7 – 8  8 months wage > 24 10 months wage

> 8 9 months wage
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1. What must the employer do if he/she wants to stop his/her business 
activities? 

Employer or the company management must report in writing every time they establish, terminate, re-operate, 
move, or liquidate the company to the Minister of Manpower or appointed official (employment reporting). 
If a company has branch offices or stand-alone sections, this obligation also applies to each of the branch 
offices or stand-alone sections.32

2. When and how to make the employment reporting? 

Employers are required to report in writing to the Minister or appointed official no later than 30 (thirty) days 
before moving, stopping, or disincorporating the company.33

3. What are the procedures for the employment reporting? 

Employment reporting is done online through the official website of the Ministry of Manpower with the 
address http://wajib lapor.kemnaker.go.id. Since 2019, Obligatory Employment Reporting (WLK) has been 
integrated into an online single submission system.34

4. What are the sanctions if employers do not fulfill the reporting 
obligations? 

Employers or company management that do not fulfil the obligations are threatened with a maximum 
sentence of three months and maximum fine of Rp 1 million. If the violation is repeated after the first 
verdict, then the violation is only imprisonment.

D.  Company’s Termination and Dismissal 
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